
Email Support

Creating Email Filters in Thunderbird

In Support, we get a lot of email we don't need to. Notifications for Intercom and

email storage space being near capacity, GOinitiative spam, support request

updates, and pretty much everything else.

Today we'll be creating email filters to cut down on all this spam. This tutorial

works for the current version of Thunderbird as of writing this. (v. 52.1.1)

DISCLAIMER: It is important that you do not go overboard on these filters.
We all like small numbers in out inboxes, but please only create these filters
specifically for superfluous emails. Do not filter out a sender or subject that
could potentially be something you would need to follow-up on in your
department. This is intended to rid you of spam. Not just the every-day
annoyances.

It's a good idea, even if you don't think these messages may be important, to

create a folder for them to go to instead of the trash. We still want to keep
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everything on file for documentation sake, or in case of an error. I have created

different folders for each filter, (ex: "eMail Storage Space" and "goinitiative,") but

you could also just create one global "Spam" folder. So long as you can go back

and sort through them at a later date if necessary.

1. Create your folder by right-clicking in the folders panel, and saying "New

Subfolder."

2. Name your subfolder, and be sure to make sure it's in the appropriate

dropdown. You can cascade folders here so if you want specific spam folders

inside of a global spam folder, or just under your main account folder, just make

sure you choose the proper parent folder from this second dropdown for your

needs.

3. Once your folder has been created, in the upper-right, click on the three

horizontal bars. Scroll to the second option at the top, "Message Filters," and click

on the first option, "Message Filters."

4. You can edit a filter already in place by double-clicking on an existing one, or

you can add a new filter by clicking on "New" off to the right.

5. In the pop-up, name your filter. This is just so you can keep track of it. Leave the

default check box options under "Apply filter when."

6. Choose how you'd like to filter your options. This is how you will identify the

messages coming in. It can be from a specific email address, to a specific email

address, or containing a series of words from a subject line. There's plenty you can

use to match your culprits here, so check out the options that best meet your

needs to identify your specific spam messages, (and only those messages.) If it's

too broad, you will filter things you don't intend to.

7. Add more filters here if you need to by clicking the '+' off to the right. This will

allow you to be more specific if there isn't enough that you can fit into one filter.

(Ex: it contains this generic term in the subject, AND this comes from this domain

name.)



8. After selecting your filter options, check the radio button that you need to above

this section. This is basically a match any fields, or all fields option. This way you

can make it super specific to one thing, or just filter out a bunch of different types

of emails in one go. If your filters are vague, make sure you have it set to "Match

all," otherwise you'll miss more emails than you intended to.

9. Lastly, choose what you'd like to do with these emails. We're going to say "Move

Messages to," and under the folder dropdown, hover over your email address, and

find your spam folder.

10. Say OK, click Run Now, and watch all your spam disappear into their assigned

folders.

Enjoy your new clean inbox!
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